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MOND � A PEDAGOGICAL REVIEW�Mordehai MilgromDepartment of Condensed Matter Physis, Weizmann InstituteRehovot, Israel(Reeived Otober 22, 2001)An aount is given of the development, and the status, of the modi�eddynamis (MOND) � a proposed alternative to dark matter, whih positsa breakdown of Newtonian dynamis in the limit of small aelerations.PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 95.30.Sf, 98.80.�k1. IntrodutionThe evidene for dark matter is only indiret. What the evidene pointsto diretly is a mass disrepany in galaxies and other galati systems:When we ount the mass of baryoni matter in suh systems � in stars,neutral and high-T gas, et. � the total sum does not provide enoughgravity to explain the observed aelerations in suh systems within standardphysis. If we adhere to standard dynamis, the need for dark matter is theonly solution we an oneive. It is, however, possible that the laws ofdynamis, proven in the laboratory and the solar system, annot be simplyapplied in the realm of the galaxies. An appropriate modi�ation of the lawsof dynamis for parameters that are pertinent to these, might obviate theneed for dark matter altogether, if it produes the observed aelerationswith only the observed baryoni mass distribution.But, exatly whih system attribute makes the di�erene? Galati sys-tems have masses, sizes, and angular momenta that are many orders of mag-nitude larger than those in the solar system. The large distanes involvedis a natural ulprit. Indeed, there were attempts to modify the distanedependene of gravity: the gravitational fore is still taken as proportionalto the two masses involved but the deline at large distanes is not as strongas in the r�2 law. Suh a modi�ation annot, however, explain away dark� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001. (3613)



3614 M. Milgrommatter. If the modi�ed law is to produe asymptotially �at rotation urvesof dis galaxies, as observed, it automatially predits the wrong form ofthe mass veloity relation: it gives M / V 2, instead of M / V �, with� � 4, as required by the observed Tully�Fisher relation [8℄. In even moreblatant on�it with observations, suh modi�ations predit that the massdisrepany should inrease systematially with system size. In ontrast,dwarf spheroidal galaxies, among the smallest in the galati menagerie,show very large mass disrepanies, muh larger then some large galaxies.And, the muh larger galaxy lusters show only moderate mass disrepan-ies. A semi-shemati depition of the systematis of the mass disrepanywith distane an be seen in Fig. 1 in [13℄, where it is obvious that theobserved mass disrepany does not inrease systematially with size.In the early 1980s I proposed a modi�ed-dynamis based on the ael-eration as the relevant system parameter, based on the fat that typialaelerations in galati systems are many orders of magnitude smaller thanthose enountered in the solar system. Sine then, a handful of us havebeen working on the development of this sheme, whih has involved devis-ing more re�ned theories, elaborating the observational onsequenes, andtesting them against the data.2. The modi�ed dynamisThis modi�ed dynamis, MOND, introdues a onstant with the dimen-sions of an aeleration, a0, and posits that standard Newtonian dynamisis a good approximation only for aelerations that are muh larger than a0.The exat behavior in the opposite limit is desribed by the spei� under-lying theory, to be desribed below. However, the basi point of MOND,from whih follow most of the main preditions, an be simply put as fol-lows: a test partile at a distane r from a large mass M is subjet to theaeleration a given by a2a0 = MGr�2 ; (1)when a � a0, instead of the standard expression a = MGr�2, whih holdswhen a� a0. The two expressions may be interpolated to give the heuristirelation �� aa0� a = MGr�2 = aN ; (2)where aN is the Newtonian expression for the aeleration, and the inter-polating funtion �(x) satis�es �(x) � 1 when x � 1, and �(x) � x whenx � 1. This expression, while laking from the formal point of view, isvery transparent, and aptures the essene of MOND. I shall desribe belowmore presentable theories based on this basi relation, but these are still



MOND � a Pedagogial Review 3615phenomenologial theories into whih the form of �(x) has to be put in byhand. It will hopefully follow one day from a more basi underlying theoryfor MOND, whih we still lak. Most of the impliations of MOND do notdepend strongly on the exat form of �. Muh of the phenomenology perti-nent to the mass disrepany in galati systems ours in the deep-MONDregime (a� a0), anyway, where we know that �(x) � x.3. MOND phenomenologyOne immediate result of Eqs (1), (2) is that at a large radius around amassM , the orbital speed on a irular orbit beomes independent of radius.This indeed was a guiding priniple in the onstrution of MOND, whihtook asymptoti �atness of galaxy rotation urves as an axiom (even thoughat the time it was not lear how de�nite, and how universal, this is). Se-ond, this asymptoti rotational speed depends only on the total mass M viaV 4 = MGa0. This, aording to MOND, is the fat underlying the observedTully�Fisher-type relations, by whih the typial (mean) rotational veloity,V , in a dis galaxy is strongly orrelated with the total luminosity of thegalaxy, L, in a relation of the form L / V �. The power � is around 3�4, anddepends on the wavelength band at whih L is measured. The lose agree-ment between this TF relation and the predition of MOND is enouraging;but, to test MOND more preisely on this ount, one would have to bridgeproperly the mass-asymptoti-veloity MOND relation with the ommonlypresented luminosity-bulk-veloity TF relation. One should use the lumi-nosity in a band where it is a good representative of the stellar mass, takeinto aount not only the stellar mass, as represented by the luminosity, butalso the ontribution of gas to the mass, and use the asymptoti veloity, asopposed to other measures of the rotational veloity. It has emerged reently(see [24℄ and referene therein) that if one does all this one indeed obtainsa tight and aurate relation of the form predited by MOND.But, by far, the most lear-ut test of MOND is provided by dis-galaxyrotation urves, simply beause the astronomial observations, and their in-terpretation, are the most omplete and best understood, if still not perfet.What we typially need to know of a galaxy in order to apply this test hasbeen disussed by the various authors who onduted the test; for exam-ple, [2,5,19,23℄. On the whole, these tests speak ogently for MOND. Thesetest involves �tting the observed rotation urve of a galaxy by that pre-dited by MOND. Suh �ts involve one free parameter per galaxy, whih isthe assumed onversion fator from luminosity to mass in stars, the so-alledmass-to-light ratio. In fat, however, this parameter is not totally free. It isonstrained to an extent by what theoretial understanding of galaxy om-position tell us. Sanders and Verheijen [23℄, who have onduted a MOND



3616 M. Milgromrotation-urve analysis of a sample of dis galaxies in the Ursa Major luster,have ompared their dedued MOND best-�t M=L values with theoretialresults from stellar-population synthesis. They found a very good agree-ment. This shows that, to some extent, the MOND rotation urves mightbe looked at as de�nite predition of MOND, whih use theoretial M=Lvalues, and not as �ts involving one free parameter.Regarding galati systems other than galaxies, the omparison of thesystematis of the observed mass disrepany with the expetations fromMOND are shown in �gure 2 in [13℄ based on analyzes referened there. Theagreement is uniform, with one exeption: The ores of rih X-ray lusters ofgalaxies show a onsiderable mass disrepany, while, aording to MONDthere shouldn't be any, beause the aelerations there are only of the orderof a0, and not muh smaller. (Appliation of MOND to the lusters at large,say within a few megaparses of the enter, does predit orretly the massdisrepany.) The resolution, by MOND, will have to be that these oresharbor large quantities of still undeteted baryoni matter, perhaps in theform of dim stars, perhaps as warm gas. The environment, and history, ofthese ores is so unlike others that this would not be surprising.In order to appreiate the message that the phenomenologial suess ofMOND arries, we should note the following. Aording to MOND, the a-eleration onstant a0 appears in many independent roles in the phenomenol-ogy of the mass disrepany. For example, in galaxies that have high entralaelerations, the mass disrepany appears only beyond a ertain radius;aording to MOND, the aeleration at this radius should always be a0. a0also appears as the boundary aeleration between so alled high-surfae-brightness galaxies (=high aeleration galaxies) whih do not show a massdisrepany near the enter, and low-surfae-brightness galaxies, where thedisrepany prevails everywhere. a0 appears in the relation between theasymptoti rotational veloity of a galaxy and its total mass, and in themass-veloity relation for all sub-a0 systems, et.These roles that a0 plays are independent in the sense that in the frame-work of the dark matter paradigm, it is easy to envisage baryon-plus-dark-matter galati systems that evine any of these appearanes of a0 withoutshowing the others. In other words, in the dark matter paradigm one roleof a0 in the phenomenology does not follow from the others.This is similar, for example, to the appearanes of the Plank onstantin di�erent quantum phenomena: in the blak-body spetrum, in the pho-toeletri e�et, in the hydrogen spetrum, in superondutivity, et. Phe-nomenologially, these roles of the same onstant seem totally unrelated.The only unifying frame is a theory: non-relativisti quantum mehanis, inthis ase. MOND is, likewise, a theory that in one fell swoop uni�es all theabove appearanes of a0 in the phenomenology of galaxy dynamis.



MOND � a Pedagogial Review 3617And �nally, let me point out a possibly very signi�ant oinidene:The value of the aeleration onstant a0 that �ts all the data disussedabove is about 10�8m s�2. This value of a0 is of the order of some a-eleration onstants of osmologial signi�ane. It is of the same order asaex � H0, where H0 is the Hubble onstant; and, it is also of the order ofa � (�=3)1=2, where � is the emerging value of the osmologial onstant(or �dark energy�). So, for example, a body aelerating at a0 from rest willapproah the speed of light in the life time of the Universe.Beause the osmologial state of the Universe hanges, suh a onne-tion, if it is a lasting one, may imply that galaxy evolution does not ourin isolation, a�eted only by nearby objets, but is, in fat, responding on-stantly to hanges in the state of the Universe at large. For example, if theonnetion of a0 with the Hubble onstant always holds, the hanging of theHubble onstant would imply that a0 must hange over osmi times, andwith it the appearane of galati systems, whose dynamis a0 ontrols. If,on the other hand, a0 is a re�etion of a true osmologial onstant, then ismight be a veritable onstant.4. MOND as an e�etive theoryBut, on the more fundamental side, the above proximity may hint at adeep onnetion between osmology and loal dynamis in systems that arevery small on osmologial sales. Either osmology somehow enters anda�ets loal laws of physis, suh as the law of inertia or the law of gravity,or a ommon agent a�ets both osmology and loal physis so as to leave onthem the same imprint. This would mean that MOND � and perhaps moreherished notions, suh as inertia � is a derived onept, or an e�etivetheory as we would say nowadays. An observed relation between seeminglyunrelated onstants appearing in a theory (in our ase, a0, the speed of light,and the radius of the horizon) may indiate that it is only an approximationof a theory at a deeper stratum, in whih some of the onstants do not reallyhave any speial role. A parable will help larify the point: In experimentsand observations on�ned to the viinity of the earth surfae, there appears aonstant: the free-fall aeleration, g. If, for some reason, we were restritedto suh an ant world (for example beause the earth is ever lothed in a thiklayer of louds) unaware of planetary motions, universal gravity, et., wewould have looked on g as a true onstant of nature. We would also notiea mysterious relation between this aeleration and two other importantonstants: the esape speed e (objets thrown with a higher veloity neverreturn) and the radius of the earth R�. This relation: g = 2e=2R�, ispratially the same as that between a0, the speed of light, and the Hubbleradius, in MOND. But, we do see beyond the earth's surfae, and we do know



3618 M. Milgromabout universal gravity, whih tells us that the �onstants� g and e atuallyderive from the mass and radius of the earth (hene the relation betweenthe three). They are useful parameters when desribing near-earth-surfaephenomena, but quite useless in most other irumstanes. In a similar vein,a0 might turn out to be a derived onstant, perhaps variable on osmi timesales, perhaps even of no signi�ane beyond the non-relativisti regime,where MOND has been applied so far. Its onnetion with the speed oflight and the radius of the Universe will, hopefully, follow naturally in theunderlying theory that still eludes us.Many instanes of suh e�etive theories are known. Even General Rel-ativity is now thought to be an e�etive, low-energy approximation of a�higher� theory (e.g. a string-inspired theory); an idea that has been antii-pated by Sakharov's �indued gravity� idea.5. InterpretationsEquations (1), (2) have the form of a modi�ation of the law of inertia,but sine they are algebrai relations between the MOND and Newtonianaelerations they an simply be inverted to read a = F=m = aNf(aN=a0),whih seems to leave the seond law intat, while modifying the Newto-nian gravitational fore maN to the MOND value ma. Beause gravitationis the sole fore that governs galati dynamis�the only orner where themass disrepany has been learly observed�existing phenomenology doesnot distinguish well between the interpretations of MOND as modi�ed grav-ity, and modi�ed inertia. Although there are matter of priniple di�erenesbetween the two interpretations (see below) they pertain to observationsthat are not yet available. For now we must then investigate both options.But what exatly is meant by modifying gravity, or modifying inertia?When dealing with pure gravity the distintion is not always lear. Forexample, the Brans�Dike theory may be viewed as either. But when otherinterations are involved, the distintion is lear. Obviously, modi�ed inertiawill enter the dynamis of systems even when gravity is negligible, unlikethe ase for modi�ed gravity. Formally, the distintion might be made asfollows. In a theory governed by an ation priniple we distinguish threepart in the ation: The pure gravitational part (for example, the Einstein�Hilbert ation in GR), the free ation of the matter degrees of freedom(in GR it also enapsules their interation with gravity), and the ationof interations between matter degrees of freedom. By �modifying gravity�I mean modifying the pure-gravity ation; by �modifying inertia� I meanmodifying the kineti (�free�) matter ations.



MOND � a Pedagogial Review 3619To understand this de�nition onsider that inertia is what endows themotion of physial objets (partiles, �elds, large bodies, et.) with energyand momentum � a urreny in the physial world. Motion itself is onlyof a desriptive value; inertia puts a ost on it. For eah kind of objet ittells us how muh energy and momentum we have to invest, or take away,to hange its state of motion by so muh. This information is enapsuled inthe kineti ation.For example, take the non-relativisti ation for a system of partilesinterating through gravity.S = S� + Sk + Sin = �(8�G)�1 Z d3r (~r�)2+Xi 12mi Z dt v2i � Z d3r �(~r)�(~r) ; (3)where �(~r) =PimiÆ(~r � ~ri). (In GR, Sk and Sin are lumped together intothe partile kineti ation.)Here, modifying gravity would mean modifying S�, while modifying in-ertia would entail hanging Sk.6. MOND as modi�ed gravityAn implementation of MOND as a non-relativisti modi�ed gravity wasdisussed by Bekenstein and Milgrom [4℄, who replaed the standard Poissonation S� in Eq. (3) by an ation of the formS� = �(8�G)�1a20 Z d3r F "(~r�)2a20 # : (4)This gives, upon variation on �, the equation~r � [�(j~r�j)~r�℄ = 4�G�(~r) ; (5)where �(x) � dF (y)=dyjy=x2 . This theory, sine it is derived from an ationthat has all the usual symmetries, satis�es all the standard onservationlaws. Its various impliations have been disussed in [4, 9, 12℄, and others.One important point to note is that this theory gives the desired enter-of-mass motion of omposite systems: Stars, star lusters, et. moving in agalaxy with a low enter-of-mass aeleration are made of onstituents whoseinternal aelerations are muh higher than a0. If we look at individualonstituents we see bodies whose total aelerations are high and so whoseoverall motion is very nearly Newtonian. Yet, their motion should somehowombine to give a MOND motion for the enter of mass. This is satis�ed in



3620 M. Milgromthe above theory as shown in [4℄. (A similar situation exists in GR: imaginea system made of very tightly bound blak holes moving in the weak �eldof a galaxy, say. While the motions of the individual omponents is highlyrelativisti, governed by a non-linear theory, we know that these motionsombine to give a simple Newtonian motion for the enter of mass.)This �eld equation, generially, requires numerial solution, but it isstraightforward to solve in ases of high symmetry (spherial, ylindrial, orplanar symmetry), where the appliation of the Gauss law to Eq. (5) givesthe exat algebrai relation between the MOND (~g = �~r�) and Newtonian(~gN = �~r�N) aeleration �elds:�� ga0�~g = ~gN (6)whih is idential to the heuristi MOND relation we started with. Notethat in general, for on�gurations of lower symmetry, this algebrai relationdoes not hold (and, in general, ~g and ~gN are not even parallel).It is worth pointing out that in suh a modi�ed-gravity theory, the deep-MOND limit orresponds to a theory that is onformally invariant, as dis-ussed in [12℄. Whether this has some fundamental bearings is not lear,but it does make MOND unique, and enables one to derive useful analytiresults, suh as an expression for the two-body fore, and a virial relation,despite the obstale of nonlinearity.There is a large number of physial phenomena that are governed by anequation like Eq. (5), eah with its own form of the funtion �(x), as detailedin [12℄ or [14℄. I would like to onentrate here on one, in partiular, beauseit provides a heuristi basis for the MOND, nonlinear Poisson equation.It is well known that a stationary, potential �ow is desribed by thePoisson equation: If the veloity �eld ~u(~r) is derived from a potential,~u = ~r�, then the ontinuity equation, whih here determines the �ow, reads~r � ~r� = s(~r)=%0, where s(~r) is the soure density, and %0 is the (onstant)density of the �uid. When the �uid is ompressible, but still irrotational,and barotropi (i.e. has an equation of state of the form p = p(�)) thestationary �ow is desribed by the nonlinear Poisson equation. The Eulerequation redues to Bernoulli's lawh(%) = �u22 + onst: ; (7)where dh=d� � ��1dp=d�. This tells us that % is a funtion of u = j~r�j.Substituting this in the ontinuity equation gives~r � h%�j~r�j� ~r�i = s(~r) (8)



MOND � a Pedagogial Review 3621whih has the same form as Eq. (5) if we identify % as �, and the souredensity s with the normalized gravitational mass density 4�G� . Note,however, that from the Bernoulli law, d%=djuj = �%juj=2, where 2 = dp=d%is the formal squared speed of sound. Thus, in the ase of MOND, wherewe have that � is an inreasing funtion of its argument, the model �uidhas to have a negative ompressibility 2 < 0. This need not deter us;after all we know that the vauum (or the invoked quintessene) do havean energy-momentum tensor orresponding to a �uid with negative pressureand ompressibility. A osmologial onstant equation of state, p = �2%,with  the speed of light gives %(u) = %0 exp(u2=22), whih is not whatwe need for MOND. The deep-MOND limit, �(u) � u=a0, orresponds top = �(a20=3)%3. To get the Newtonian limit at large values of u the equationof state has to beome inompressible at some �nite density %0, so thatEq. (8) goes to the Poisson equation.The gravitational fore is then the pressure+drage fore on soures. Fora small (test) stati soure s, at a position where the �uid speed is ~u, thesoure imparts momentum to the �ow at a rate s~u, and so is subjet to afore �s~u. The fore between soures of the same sign is attrative, as be�tsgravity.Note that in suh a piture the �uid density itself % does not ontributeto the soures of the potential equation, so it does not, itself, gravitate. Alsonote that, beause � = p = 0 for ~u = 0, the �uid behaves as if it has noexistene without the soures (masses) that indue veloities in it. Obvi-ously, this piture is anything but diretly appliable as an explanation ofNewtonian gravity. For example, it is not lear how to obtain the barotropiequation of state that is needed to reprodue MOND. In partiular, howdoes the in�nite ompressibility appear at a �nite ritial density, and whatis the meaning of this density? Is this due to some phase transition? Whathappens at densities higher than this ritial density? Are they aessibleat all? Also, there seem to be a drag fore on moving soures.7. MOND as modi�ed inertiaMost people seem to prefer modifying gravity to modifying inertia; per-haps beause the latter seems to be less drasti; perhaps beause it is agame that has been muh played before. I personally feel, without onreteevidene, that there is more potential in modi�ed inertia as the basis forMOND.Remember �rst that Newtonian inertia has not been immune to hanges.A familiar modi�ation of Newtonian inertia, whih is taken to be �naturegiven�, is that brought about by Speial Relativity. The single-partile ki-neti ation in Eq. (3) is replaed by �m2 R dt [1� (v=)2℄1=2, whih gives



3622 M. Milgroman equation of motion~F = md(~v)dt = m �~a+ 2~v (~v � ~a)2 � ; (9)where  is the Lorentz fator.And, physis is replete with instanes of modi�ed, aquired, or e�etiveinertia. Eletrons and holes in solids an sometimes be desribed as hav-ing a greatly modi�ed mass tensor. Mass renormalization and the Higgsmehanism, modify partile masses and/or endow them with mass: an e�e-tive, approximate desription that enapsules the e�ets of interations ofthe partiles, with vauum �elds in the former instane, and with the Higgs�eld in the latter. The e�ets of a �uid on a body embedded in it may some-times be desribed as a ontribution to the mass tensor of the body, beauseits motion indues motion in the �uid whih arries energy and momentum.So, modi�ed inertia might also well lie in the basis of MOND.As a �rst stage of looking for Mondi�ed inertia it might behoove usto study non relativisti modi�ations of inertia that inorporate the basipriniple of MOND. We seek to modify the partile kineti ation Sk inEq. (3) into an ation of the form Sk[~r(t); a0℄, whih is a funtional of thepartile trajetory ~r(t) and depends also on one onstant, a0. It shouldsatisfy the following asymptoti requirements: In the formal limit a0 ! 0 �orresponding to all aeleration measures in the system being muh largerthan the atual value of a0 (this is similar to obtaining the lassial limit ofquantum mehanis by taking the formal limit ~! 0) � it should go into thestandard Newtonian ation. If we want to retain the MOND phenomenology,aording to whih in the deep MOND limit G and a0 appear only throughtheir produt Ga0, then, in the limit a0 ! 1, Sk / a�10 . This an be seenby resaling � into �=G in Eq. (3) (and dividing the ation by G).The theory should also satisfy the more subtle requirement of the orretenter-of-mass motion disuss in the previous setion.General properties of suh theories are disussed in detail in [11℄. HereI summarize, very suintly, some of the main onlusions.If the partile free ation enjoys the usual symmetries: translational,rotational, and Galilei invariane, than to satisfy the two limits in a0 itmust be non-loal. This means that the ation annot be written as R Ldt,where L is a funtion of a �nite number of derivatives of ~r(t). This might looklike a disadvantage, but, in fat, it is a blessing. A loal ation for MONDwould have had to be a higher-derivative theory, and, as suh, it would havesu�ered from the several severe problems that beset suh theories. A non-loal theory need not su�er from these. Indeed, I have disussed examplesthat are free of these problems. A non-loal ation is also a more naturalandidate for an e�etive theory.



MOND � a Pedagogial Review 3623While nonloal theories tend to be rather unwieldy, they do lend them-selves to a straightforward treatment of the important issue of rotationurves. This is done via a virial relation that physial, bound trajetoriesan be shown to satisfy:2Sk[~r(t); a0℄� a0 �Sk�a0 = h~r � ~r�i ; (10)where � is the (unmodi�ed) potential in whih the partile is moving, himarks the time average over the trajetory, and Sk is the value of the ationalulated for the partiular trajetory (Sk is normalized to have dimensionsof veloity square). In the Newtonian ase this redues to the usual virialrelation. Applying this relation to irular orbits in an axi-symmetri po-tential, and noting that, on dimensional grounds, on suh orbits with radiusr and veloity v we must have Sk(r; v; a0) = v2�(v2=ra0), we end up withthe expression for the veloity urvev2r �� v2ra0� = d�dr : (11)Thus the algebrai relation that was �rst used in MOND as a naive applia-tion of Eq. (2), and whih all existing rotation-urve analyzes use, is exat inmodi�ed-inertia MOND. In modi�ed gravity this expression is a only goodapproximation.Another important di�erene between the two interpretations is worthnoting. Unlike (non-relativisti) modi�ed gravity, where the gravitational�eld is modi�ed, but in it all bodies at the same position undergo the sameaeleration, in modi�ed inertia the aeleration depends not only on posi-tion, but also on the trajetory. In the ase of SR the aeleration dependson the veloity as well, but in more general theories it might depend onother properties of the orbit. There is still a generalized momentum whoserate of hange is a funtion of position only (m~v in SR) but this rate isnot the aeleration. This larger freedom in modi�ed inertia omes aboutbeause we implement the modi�ation via a modi�ation of the ation asa funtional of the trajetory; namely, a funtion of an in�nite number ofvariables; so, di�erent trajetories might su�er di�erent modi�ations. Inmodifying gravity we modify one funtion of the three oordinates (the grav-itational potential). This is an obvious point, but is worth making beausein interpreting data we equate observed aelerations with the gravitational�eld. While this is still true in modi�ed gravity it is not so in modi�edinertia.



3624 M. MilgromWe an exemplify this point by onsidering the laimed anomaly in themotions of the Pioneer 10 and 11 spaeraft. Analysis of their motionhave shown an unexplained e�et (see [1℄) that an be interpreted as be-ing due to an unexplained onstant aeleration towards the sun of about7�10�8 m s�2, of the order of a0. This might well be due to some systematierror, and not to new physis. This suspiion is strengthened by the fatthat an addition of a onstant aeleration of the above magnitude to thesolar gravitational �eld is inonsistent with the observed planetary motions(e.g. it gives a muh too large rate of planetary perihelion preession).MOND ould naturally explain suh an anomalous aeleration: We aredealing here with the strongly Newtonian limit of MOND, for whih wewould have to know the behavior of the extrapolating funtion �(x) atx o 1, where � � 1. We annot learn about this from galaxy dynam-is, so we just parameterize � in this region: � � 1 � �x�n. (This is notthe most general form; e.g. � may approah 1 non analytially in x�1, forexample as 1 � exp(��x).) Be that as it may, if n = 1 we get just thedesired e�et in MOND: the aeleration in the �eld of the sun beomesM�Gr�2+ �a0 in the sun's diretion. As I said above, in a modi�ed gravityinterpretation this would on�it with the observed planetary motions; but,in the modi�ed-inertia approah it is not neessarily so. It may well be thatthe modi�ation enters the Pioneers motion, whih orresponds to unbound,hyperboli motions, and the motion of bound, and quasi-irular trajetoriesin a di�erent way. For example, the e�etive � funtions that orrespond tothese two motions might have di�erent asymptoti powers n.8. Vauum e�ets and MOND inertiaBeause MOND revolves around aeleration, whih is so muh in theheart of inertia, one is direted, with the above imagery in mind, to on-sider that inertia itself, not just MOND, is a derived onept re�eting theinterations of bodies with some agent in the bakground. The idea, whihis as old as Newton's seond law, is the basi premise of the Mah's prin-iple. The great sense that this idea makes has lead many to attempt itsimplementation. The agent responsible for inertia had been taken to be thetotality of matter in the Universe.Arguably, an even better andidate for the inertia-produing agent, whihI have been onsidering sine the early 1990s, in the hope of understandingMOND's origin, is the vauum. The vauum is known to be impliated inproduing or modifying inertia; for example, through mass renormalizatione�ets, and through its ontribution to the free Maxwell ation in the formof the Euler�Heisenberg ation [6℄. Another type of vauum ontributionsto inertia have been disussed in [18℄. But, it remains moot whether thevauum an be fully responsible for inertia.



MOND � a Pedagogial Review 3625The vauum is thought to be Lorentz invariant, and so indi�erent tomotion with onstant speed. But aeleration is another matter. As shownby Unruh in the 1970s, an aelerated body is alive to its aeleration withrespet to the vauum, sine it �nds itself immersed in a telltale radiation, atransmogri�ation of the vauum that re�ets his aelerated motion. For anobserver on a onstant-aeleration (a) trajetory this radiation is thermal,with T = �a, where � � ~=2�k. The e�et has been also alulatedapproximately for highly relativisti irular motions; the spetrum is thennot exatly thermal. In general, it is expeted that the e�et is non-loal;i.e., depends on the full trajetory.Unruh's result shows that the vauum an serve as an inertial frame.But this is only the �rst step. The remaining big question is how exatlythe vauum might endow bodies with inertia. At any rate, what we want isthe full MOND law of inertia, with the transition ourring at aelerationsof order a0 that is related to osmology. We then have to examine the va-uum in the ontext of osmology. How it a�ets, and is being a�eted by,osmology. One possible way in whih osmology might enter is through theGibbons-Hawking e�et, whereby even inertial observers in an expandinguniverse �nd themselves embedded in a palpable radiation �eld that is aninarnation of the vauum. The problem has been solved for de Sitter Uni-verse, whih is haraterized by a single onstant: the osmologial onstant,�, whih is also the square of the (time independent) Hubble onstant. Inthis ase the spetrum is also thermal with a temperature T = �(�=3)1=2.In the ontext of MOND it is interesting to know what sort of radiationan observer sees, who is aelerated in a non-trivial universe: If the Unruhtemperature is related to inertia, then it might be revealing to learn howthis temperature is a�eted by osmology. This an be gotten for the aseof a onstant-aeleration observer in a de Sitter Universe. For this ase theradiation is thermal with a temperature T = �(a2 + 2�=3)1=2 [7℄. Inertia,whih is related to the departure of the trajetory from that of an inertialobserver, who in de Sitter spae sees a temperature �(�=3)1=2, might beproportional to the temperature di�erene�T = �"�a2 + 2�3�1=2 � ��3�1=2# ; (12)and this behaves exatly as MOND inertia should: it is proportional to afor a � a0 � 2(�=3)1=2, and to a2=a0 for a � a0; and, we reproduethe onnetion of a0 with osmology. Of ourse, in the modi�ed-inertiaparadigm this would re�et on a �linear�, onstant-aeleration motion, whileirular trajetories will probably behave di�erently. But the emergeneof an expression a-la MOND in this onnetion with the vauum is veryinteresting.



3626 M. Milgrom9. Relativisti theoriesWe still want a relativisti extension of MOND. Suh a theory is neededfor oneptual ompletion of the MOND idea. But, it is doubly neededbeause we already have observed relativisti phenomena that show massdisrepanies, and we must asertain that there too the ulprit is not darkmatter but modi�ed dynamis.Beause of the near values of a0 and the Hubble aeleration, there areno loal blak holes that are in the MOND regime. The only system thatis strongly general relativisti and in the MOND regime is the Universe atlarge. This, however, means that we would need a relativisti extension ofMOND to desribe osmology. In fat, as I have indiated, MOND itself mayderive from osmology, so it is possible that the two problems will have tobe takled together as parts and parels of a uni�ed onept. And, beausethe osmologial expansion is strongly oupled with the proess of strutureformation this too will have to await a modi�ed relativisti dynamis for itstreatment.Several relativisti theories inorporating the MOND priniple have beendisussed in the literature, but none is wholly satisfatory (see, e.g. [3,4,20℄,and referenes therein).There have also been attempts to supplement MOND with extra assump-tions that will enable the study of struture formation, so as to get someglimpse of struture formation in MOND. For these see [10, 21℄, and [16℄.Gravitational light de�etion, and lensing, is another phenomenon thatrequires modi�ed relativisti dynamis. It is tempting to take as a �rst ap-proximation the de�etion law of post-Newtonian General Relativity witha potential that is the non-relativisti MOND potential (see e.g. analyzesby [17℄, and [15℄ based on this assumption). This, however, is in no way guar-anteed. In GR this is only a post-Newtonian approximation, and perhapsit would turn out to be a post-Newtonian approximation of MOND (i.e. anapproximation of MOND in the almost Newtonian, a � a0 regime). But,there is no reason to assume that it is orret in the deep-MOND regime.Even in the framework of this assumption one needs to exerise are. Forexample, the thin-lens hypothesis, by whih it is a good approximation toassume that all de�eting masses are projeted on the same plane perpen-diular to the line of sight, breaks down in MOND. For example, n masses,M , arranged along the line of sight (at inter-mass distanes larger that theimpat parameter) bend light by a fator n1=2 more than a single mass nM .Also note that we may expet surprises in mondi�ed inertia where weannot even speak of the modi�ed, MOND potential, as alluded to above.
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